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Chemomechanical effects are known to initiate fluid oscillations in certain liquid metals; however, they typically produce an irregular motion that is difficult to deactivate or control. Here we show that stimulating liquid gallium with electrochemistry can cause a metal drop to exhibit a heart beating effect by shape shifting at a telltale frequency. Unlike the effects reported in the past for mercury, the symmetry-breaking forces generated by using gallium propel the drop several millimeters with velocities of the order of 1 cm per second. We demonstrate pulsating dynamics between 0 and 610 beats per minute for 50–150 μL droplets in a NaOH electrolyte at 34 °C. The underlying mechanism is a self-regulating cycle initiated by fast electrochemical oxidation that adjusts the drop’s surface tension and causes a transformation from spherical to pancake form, followed by detachment from the circular electrode. As the beat frequency can be activated and controlled using a dc voltage, the electrochemical mechanism opens the way for fluid-based timers and actuators.
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Liquid motion is vital in engineering and biological systems in order to transport matter, store energy, absorb shocks, and exert pressure. For this reason, many biological species have developed exquisite methods for controlling their internal fluid dynamics for a variety of functions (e.g., selective osmosis and propulsion) [1,2]. In contrast, most human fluidic technology still relies on mechanical flow controllers that seem inelegant by comparison. One route beyond this limitation is to utilize synthetic fluids that mimic the flexibility of biological counterparts [3–5]. In this context, liquids are needed that respond strongly to external stimuli such as electric fields by switching properties including volume, viscosity, or surface tension. Electrorheological and magnetorheological responses have been extensively investigated in the family of “smart fluids” consisting of ferromagnetic, ferroelectric, or liquid crystal particles suspended in dielectric solutions [6]. More recently, pioneering work has unveiled strong electrochemical-mechanical responses in liquid metal gallium alloys [7]. The combination of high electrical conductivity and programmable surface tension makes these attractive candidates for reconfigurable electronics, actuators, artificial muscles, soft robotics, and “lab-on-a-chip” microfluidic circuitry. Certain fluidic components such as oscillators or ac actuators necessitate a time-varying mechanical response with a controllable frequency. There have been no reports, however, indicating that it is possible to create a dc voltage-based self-regulating oscillator with gallium-based liquids. While analogous chemomechanical oscillations are well known using liquid mercury [4,8–15], as first reported by Lippman in 1873 [16], they do not permit practical utilization of the alternating motion. This is because the autonomous beating of mercury occurs at zero potential via a natural chemical reaction, making it difficult to deactivate or control, and the beat frequency is strongly determined by the drop’s mechanical properties resulting in a limited dynamic range [12,17].

In this Letter, we report our discovery of a voltage-activated heartbeat effect in liquid metal gallium that inverts a direct current (dc) signal into a self-regulated autonomous oscillation with an adjustable frequency. In contrast to mercury heart systems, the gallium drop expands laterally while pressing against the electrode, generating a strongly asymmetric reaction force that overcomes gravity and ultimately enables an uphill displacement of the drop (see Supplemental Material, Sec. i [18]). This discovery is a striking implementation of the recent advances using the surface chemistry of gallium-based liquid metals to allow for strongly modified surface tension under an electric potential [19]. Recent studies have proven that the electrochemical oxidation in gallium greatly enhances the response compared to the standard electrocapillary effect known in mercury [19]. This allows gallium liquid metals to deform [19,25], self-actuate [3,26], self-propel [27], solidify [28], mimic the stretching motion of a biological body [29], move directionally or rotationally [5,30,31], and trace a voltage through a maze [32]. Achieving self-regulating control over oscillatory fluid dynamics for gallium remains attractive for a range of environments where its low toxicity is advantageous [33–35]. The additional periodic displacements produced by...
the gallium heart offer a promising avenue to increase the amount of work that the drop performs on the surrounding fluid via drag. Most recently, a promising proof-of-principle experiment demonstrated a continuous-flow pump using liquid gallium; however, this required active regulation with ac voltage [30]. To this end, we present a scheme that enables tunable, self-regulated oscillations using a liquid gallium droplet in a dc voltage.

The key factor to achieve controllable oscillations in gallium liquid metals is a novel circular graphite electrode design, inclined at an angle in an electrolyte bath [see Fig. 1(a)]. The cavity provides a constraint on the liquid metal, while the graphite electrode enables electrochemical oxidation through a range of contact angles [36]. Further details of the experimental conditions are given in Supplemental Material, Sec. ii [18]. Using a 30-mm ring, with a 11.1 mm inner diameter with height $h = 20$ mm, as shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(e) on a slightly inclined Petri dish ($\theta = 0.5^\circ$), our results demonstrate how metal droplets with volumes ($50 \ \mu$L) can beat continuously in a NaOH electrolyte with a 1 molar concentration. This is caused by the drop periodically making electrical contact with the electrode, as shown in the sequence of images recorded using photography [see Fig. 1(b)], Movies of the visually striking effect are available in Supplemental Material [18].

To understand the mechanism, it is useful to consider the repetitive heart beat [see Fig. 1(h)] in six steps: contact, oxidation, wetting, loss of contact, etching, and downhill drift. In the first phase [see Fig. 1(h), $\Delta t = 0$], the liquid metal droplet docks with the inner wall of the ring. This brings it to the same electric potential as the positively charged electrode and facilitates current flow through the liquid metal into the electrolyte. The voltage enables electrolysis and reactions to proceed at the surface of the gallium. Above a threshold voltage, anodic surface oxidation, wetting, loss of contact, etching, and downhill drift. In the first phase [see Fig. 1(h), $\Delta t = 0$], the liquid metal droplet docks with the inner wall of the ring. This brings it to the same electric potential as the positively charged electrode and facilitates current flow through the liquid metal into the electrolyte. The voltage enables electrolysis and reactions to proceed at the surface of the gallium.

Above a threshold voltage, anodic surface oxidation of liquid gallium into $\text{Ga}_2\text{O}_3$ becomes possible via the nonspontaneous reaction [3,37],

\[ 2\text{Ga} + 3\text{H}_2\text{O} \leftrightarrow \text{Ga}_2\text{O}_3 + 6\text{H}^+ + 6\text{e}^- . \]

The newly formed metal oxide behaves like a surfactant [19]. It is now well established that this leads to significant change in the surface tension from $\sim 500 \text{ mN/m}^2$ to almost 0 [7,25]. Consequently, the droplet begins to spread into a filmlike form [see Fig. 1(h), $\Delta t = 33$ ms] as the contact angle is reduced [19]. Pressure is exerted as the drop pushes against the electrode edge causing the center of mass to move away as the drop spreads. This “electrowetting” proceeds until the pancake-shaped gallium loses contact with the edges of the electrode [see Fig. 1(h)], $\Delta t = 132$ ms. The mechanical decoupling also breaks the connection between the droplet and the external power supply. The drop continues to move away from the electrode under the influence of linear momentum and gravity, until it approaches the center ($\Delta t = 198$ ms). Throughout its free trajectory, the apparent diameter begins to shrink, since without the applied voltage, hydroxyl ions can quickly etch the oxide layer surrounding the liquid metal surface [37] leading to the recovery of a state with high surface tension [19,38]. Consequently, in the final phase (from $\Delta t = 264$ ms), the droplet returns to a spherical shape, and under the influence of gravity, ultimately drifts downhill back to the inner wall of the electrode to begin the next cycle.

A comparatively special feature of the gallium-based liquid oscillator is that the electrochemistry allows the beating to be activated or deactivated just using an applied dc voltage. Figure 2(a) shows the trajectory of a 50 $\mu$L drop for 100 seconds where the displacement of the center of the drop is recorded relative to the center of the electrode before and after the voltage is applied. To analyze the numerous photographic frames, and accurately extract the beating frequency, our computational method took advantage of automatic image recognition and particle-tracking algorithms [39] (see details of the image analysis in Supplemental Material, Sec. iii [18]). Without the applied voltage, the drop docks with the inner side of the electrode due to the electrode inclination. The voltage causes the drop to self-actuate and a stable periodic motion is obtained soon afterward. An enlarged region [Fig. 2(b)] illustrates the sinusoidal displacements towards the center of the electrode. The oscillations stop after the voltage is removed. The motion can end abruptly; although in some cases, slower irregular beats persist for a few more cycles after the voltage is removed, indicating stored charges on the drop. Despite some background mechanical vibrations in the apparatus, the liquid metal itself shows a behavior that is self-correcting and self-regulating, governed by a well-defined characteristic frequency, as shown from the Fourier transform of the entire trajectory [Fig. 2(c)]. This indicates that the phenomena occur at a steady-state frequency that is relatively robust against mechanical perturbations.

The drop also undergoes a shape shifting transition during the cycle from spherical to pancake form, changing
cross-sectional area as it spreads (Fig. 3). As with the displacement, the transformation is caused by the formation of the oxide layer, shown schematically [Fig. 3(a)]. By fitting a circular region to the visible area in each frame, the shape transformation can be tracked throughout the time sequence. Unlike the displacement that has a sinusoidal form, the shape undergoes abrupt steplike jumps for the 50 μL drop [Fig. 3(b)] producing a signal that is reminiscent of an electrocardiogram. Drops containing 100 μL require two times longer than that of a 50 μL gallium droplet to return to their spherical form (see Fig. S2 in Supplemental Material [18]) indicating there is a volume-dependent time cost associated with the shape transformation. Close inspection reveals that the drop motion also affects the fluid dynamics in the surrounding electrolyte as periodic ripples appear on the electrolyte surface. Furthermore, by tracking the position of the center of drop, and assuming this corresponds to the center of mass, it is possible to estimate the force on the droplet from the second derivative of the displacement (Fig. S3). The driving acceleration can be divided into two regimes, depending on whether the drop is in contact with the electrode. If the drop is in contact, the net radial forces are $-0.25 \text{ mN}$ moving the drop away from the electrode edge. While not in contact, the forces are $0.037 \mu \text{N}$, as expected for the gravitational component at the angle of 0.7°. For every single beat, the maximum instantaneous velocity of the liquid metal can be measured. The maximum instantaneous velocities are of the order of 1 cm/s.

In addition to the dominant electrochemical and mechanical effects, we directly verified that the drop also has a small net charge, and experiences Coulomb repulsion after it is detached from the graphite electrode. This is clear because inserting a wire as an additional control electrode can either repel or attract the drop without physical contact and without noticeable effects on the surface tension. Such Coulomb interactions are absent in pure chemomechanical phenomena, but can potentially enhance the force experienced by the droplet in the region of the strong electric field. Furthermore, the drop induces mirror currents measurable in a nearby neutral copper wire. Given the high conductivity and fast electronic response, the liquid metal can be treated as an ideal conductor under electrostatic equilibrium such that Maxwell’s equation $\nabla \cdot E = 0$ applies. The mechanism for the electromagnetic repulsion is then analogous to the motion of metallic electrostatic bells [40], the most famous example being Benjamin Franklin’s bell designed to detect an approaching thunderstorm. This involves a process whereby any residual charge is redistributed at the surface, producing a dipole that balances the external potential. In the electrolyte, this involves forming the electrical-double layer on the liquid metal, structured with negative hydroxyl groups terminating the metal oxide counterbalanced by external positive ions [37], providing a capacitance that leads to a long-lived charge on the drop for several seconds [19].

To investigate the intriguing interplay of forces that determine the frequency of the motion, systematic experiments were conducted at constant electrolyte pressure. The following parameters were investigated: applied dc voltage, the angle of incline, drop volume, and choice of electrolyte. Three volumes of droplets were examined (50, 100, and 150 μL). In situations where steady-state beating could be obtained, a point is recorded in Fig. 4 detailing the...
Ga solutions confirms the well-established fact that beating occurs in both acidic and alkaline electrolytes. The largest dynamic response of gallium liquid metals could drive central biomimetic vascular units in a variety of contexts, such as soft robots and microfluidic chips. To date, we have demonstrated beating frequencies between 2.3 and 10.17 Hz. However, this is not an intrinsic limitation but only reflects the limitations of our proof-of-principle apparatus. Optimized electrode geometries are now being investigated to determine the ultimate limit on the down scaling to microscale systems.

In conclusion, this Letter unveils an easily implemented liquid oscillator using electrochemical oxidation of gallium in a graphite ring. The heart beatlike response has many similarities with the previously known mercury oscillators. However, without a viable control mechanism, the chaotic motion of liquid mercury has proven to be merely an academic curiosity. An important conceptual difference is that, unlike the spontaneous mercury heart [42], the gallium oscillations can be turned on or off using an external voltage even while the drop is in contact with the electrode, thus providing a route to control the underlying mechanism. The gallium drop can be tuned over a range of frequencies using a dc voltage, whereas the frequency of mercury beating is fixed at certain discrete values governed by the topological modes regulated by the external ac voltage [8,13,17]. Unlike the mercury heart that shape shifts around its center of mass, the experiment on gallium generates strong forces that drive a net displacement in the drop position, therefore increasing the drag as it moves through the surrounding carrier fluid. Collectively, these findings represent a significant step forward to adding new functionality for dynamic fluid controllers, stretchable electronics [43], and composite materials [44] using mechanically robust liquid metals [45]. The uniquely controllable heart beating rheological response of gallium liquid metals could drive central biomimetic vascular units in a variety of contexts, such as soft robots and microfluidic chips. To date, we have demonstrated beating frequencies between 2.3 and 10.17 Hz. However, this is not an intrinsic limitation but only reflects the limitations of our proof-of-principle apparatus. Optimized electrode geometries are now being investigated to determine the ultimate limit on the down scaling to microscale systems.
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